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Agar.io hack chrome extension

Photo: Thaspol Sangsee (Shutterstock)If you're a Facebook fan but hate recent redesigns, there's hope. You can no longer return to Old Facebook just by clicking a button in your settings menu, but you can install a Chrome extension that magically changes the site, restores the look and feel you previously enjoyed. To get started, visit the properly named Old Layout and install
the extension to your browser. And, yes, the same people who created this extension created the always-useful Social Fixer extension that helps you curate your News Feed to drown out content you don't want to see. Matt Kruse, you're in action. Once you've installed the extension, Facebook should automatically return to its classic look the next time you burn the site. There's
nothing you have to configure to get this beautiful look back:Screenshot: David MurphyAs for how it works, I was surprised to find that the hack was actually quite simple. No, this extension doesn't use much HTML and CSS magic to turn everything facebook updates back into an older look and feel. In fact, as Kruse writes:It tricked Facebook into giving you old layouts by making
your browser pretend to be an older version that wasn't supported by their new layoutSo, if you see strange messages about updating your browser as you browse the lives of your quarantine-bored friends, ignore them. Your browser is fine; You just make Facebook think you're using something you didn't do. There's no guarantee this little trick will work forever, so enjoy Old
Facebook while you can. And, yes, you can combine this extension with Social Fixer to keep an older look and curate free bait from topics you hate. That includes all of Facebook's annoying sponsored content, which eats up valuable real estate on the site and reduces your ability to enjoy seeing what your friends are planning. However, if this is too much, I guess you can also use
the Social Book Post Manager extension which is useful to remove your content slowly on Facebook before deleting Facebook itself. That seems like a bit of an overreaction to Facebook's new layout—which I don't even like—but it's important to consider all your options, I guess. The Chrome Web Store is full of Google Chrome extensions (also known as add-ons or plugins)
designed to improve your lifes lifetime. Whether you're looking for productivity help for work, great deals on shopping sites, or just a little fun or inspiration, you'll find something in the Chrome Web Store. We've selected our favorite Chrome extensions that will improve and improve your daily life. Browse the list find extensions that suit your needs and interests. Most of its large
extension libraries, Chrome offers more than 60 percent of the web browser market. When you work on your computer for a long period of time, it is important to give your eyes a break. This extension lets you set how much time you want between reminders ( ( 20 seconds every 20 minutes). Use it as an order to stretch, too. This handy tool allows you to save entire web pages, or
just part of them. Evernote Web Clipper works better than bookmarks because you can highlight key information with text or visual callouts. Use separate notebooks to collect research for different projects, create URLs, and share with others via email. Save to Pocket is a great way to capture interesting web pages so you can refer to them later. Access your articles, videos, and
other media at any time on all your devices. Quickly add tags and see recommendations to similar content. Save to Pocket has a free version, or an upgrade to Premium for additional features. FoxClocks is perfect for anyone who works with people in time zones around the world, showing you various times around the world at the bottom of your browser. Use one of the included
formats, or create the format that works best for you. Need to last for a few minutes? Temporarily disable extensions. Thanks to Tab Wrangler, there's no more like too many tabs. This smart app closes the tabs you've opened for 20 minutes, or any intervals you choose. But it's flexible enough to allow you to lock any tab you want to stay open or easily return to the one that's been
closed. Adblock Plus is a handy tool that seamlessly blocks video and social media ads and viruses, while preventing sites from tracking you. Click the icon at any time to see how many ads you've blocked, or change your settings so you can allow your favorite sites. Like online shopping? Like saving money? Then you'll love Honey. This useful Chrome extension shows coupons
for products you see on any website. At Amazon, you get more advantages: Honey finds the cheapest seller for a particular product and tracks price declines, so you know the best time to buy. Whether you are not in tune with grammar or your stickers, Grammarly is an excellent tool. This corrects not only grammatical, spelling, and punctuation errors as you write, but also
searches for tone, word, and clarity. Grammarly works whether you're writing essays for a class, creating an email for the office, or just creating a Facebook post. Upgrade to Grammarly Premium for more features. With so many website violations, you can't be too careful about using passwords. LastPass helps you create strong passwords and store them together with your
username, then sync them across all your devices. With this extension, you only need to remember one strong password to access your LastPass vault. Enjoy an all-new browser experience with live, weather reports, to-do lists, hours, and (for when you need a break) meditation mode. The live wallpaper is very soothing, with beautiful natural scenery. Enjoy the free version or pay
for enhanced Premium features. If you're using Zoom for video conferencing, try this extension to schedule a cloud meeting or meeting from Google Calendar, or even start an instant meeting. The invitee will see the meeting URL and information in their invitation message. This extension helps you stay organized by adding new events from websites you visit. View appointments
and events without leaving the page. It's easy to change, delete, or repeat calendar entries, and you can sync them with other calendar apps. This live task list helps you stay on the right track with all your goals. Use tags to indicate priority and separate work from home. Didn't get it all done? Just move the unfinished task to another day. Use the free version or upgrade for
additional features. If you've ever wanted to put meaningful quotes in a beautifully designed background for social media posts, Pablo is the perfect extension. Just paste your quote and choose the perfect background photo, font, and other design elements. Add your own images, too, and edit them with Pablo. When you find words you don't know online, you can transport your old
paper dictionary, hunt down online and wait while searching for words, or use the Instant Dictionary. This important extension gives you definition with just one click. If you want more information, look for the full definition of a word or phrase using the toolbar dictionary. Want to drink more water? Increase reading time with your kids? Completing a number of sales calls per week?
Hey Habit can help you form new habits, whatever it is, by allowing you to keep track when you perform tasks you've set yourself. If you tend to wander to Facebook, Twitter, or YouTube during business hours, you need a Tight Workflow. The extension blocks annoying sites for 25 minutes, then gives you a five-minute break to reward yourself with some screen time with your
guilty pleasure site. This extension helps you reduce the time spent on nonproductive websites by asking if you really want to be there. For example, if you browse to Facebook, but then choose not to continue, the extension gives you alternative options, such as taking five deep breaths or a short walk. With My Quotes, every time you open a new tab, you get new quotes that
inspire, like, The best preparation for tomorrow is to do your best today. Stay motivated with these uplifting words and beautiful accompanying graphics and music. New entries are added periodically. Call it a long time coming, but Google's ever-popular Chrome web browser is finally making the rounds in the land of iOS, and for the most part, it brings up almost all the same
features found with partners Of course, Chrome for iOS is a great alternative to Apple's own mobile Safari or one of the handful of third-party web browsers out there – like Opera Mini. However, this will undoubtedly be your web browser of choice if you like dealing with the Google ecosystem. Available for free download now through the App Store, both iPad and iPhone iPhone
maintain the same level of functionality, and to some extent, the same visual presentation. Overall, we felt it was a great experience as we were given a desktop-like experience that we were very much looking for each time. However, we noticed that the rendering time and load were just a slower smidgen than the performance we saw from Apple's own mobile Safari. But to be
honest with people, it's not that bad at all and it's more than tolerable - though, some examples of choppiness and pause can sometimes soften his presentation when compared to his rivals. Well people, here are some cool new features you can find with Chrome for iOS. And don't forget to check out our live video of it in action! Sign up for our newsletter! Newsletter!
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